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Abstract –Sports Prediction is one of the most used applications in betting industry. Machine learning is used extensively in this 

application. We have used one of the largest soccer datasets and used it to predict the outcome of the most popular football leagues in 

Europe and World. We have used Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine and Logistic Regression for classification and compared them 

before and after applying normalization. We have used various parameters while performing prediction which are related with offensive 

and defensive properties of the team like Goals scored, conceded, corner kicks, red, yellow cards etc. every season. Classification using 

machine learning algorithm brings displays the most accuracy with and without normalization. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Machine learning refers to the study of different computer algorithms and dataset of artificial intelligence (AI)[10]. It enables us to 

automatically learn and ameliorate itself from experience without any human intervention. In the study of Machine Learning, we access 

the data and compute it further to achieve goals. The learning of data means observing the data or datasets, for instance, experiences or 

set of instructions to check the pattern inside the given data. The system should be highly reliable. Machine Learning algorithms[2][7] 

have been widely used in number of applications such as email filtering, Number Plate recognition, computer vision and many more. It 

mainly focuses on computation predictional statistics, which makes predictions using algorithms of computers. Machine Learning also 

sometimes refers as predictive analytics[9] as it predicts the data. 

There are several Machine Learning algorithms which are worth to look at:  

1.1 Support Vector Machine: Support Vector Machine or SVM[17] is one of the most commonly used algorithm of machine 

learning. It has the ability to be utilized for regression or classification-based challenges or problems. However, the most important 

feature of this algorithm is that it is used for solving the classification problems. By using this algorithm, we can plot every single data 

item in n-Dimensional form of points, where n is number of features, we are using along with the value of feature used of a value for 

specific coordinate. After this, we apply classification method to find out the hyper-plane, which classifies two classes vividly. 

The main advantage of this algorithm is that it is quite efficient when dealing with high dimensional spaces. Also, SVM offers better 

results when number of process are much more as compared to number of given samples. Apart from this, in the decision function, it 

uses subset of training points. Consequently, it requires less memory resources when compared with other algorithms. Nonetheless, 

there are some downsides as well. When the features are greatly outnumbered than number of samples, to avoid over-fitting of kernel 

functions, it is imperative to regularize the term. Furthermore, SVMs usually unable to provide the probability estimate because it can 

be measured using five-fold cross-validation, which is expensive again. 

1.2 Multinomial Naive Bayes 

Another type of popular algorithm is Multinomial Naïve Bayes. This algorithm is impeccable for classification[14] along with some 

discrete features, for example, word count of text data classification. Although it requires integer feature counts, tf-idf vectors i.e 

fractional count can be used as well. Multinomial Naïve Bayes algorithm is a special type of Naïve Bayes[16] algorithm. It estimates 

probability P(c|x) where c represents the class of the result and x refers to the instances. 

P(c|x) = P(x|c) * P(c) / P(x) 

This algorithm has numerous benefits. Firstly, it is easily implementable. Besides, it requires small of training datasets to know about 

the test data, which makes it more efficient, accurate and highly scalable. On the flip side, this algorithm assumes automatically that 

each and every attribute belongs to independent vector, which is problematic in real-life as this type of situation rarely happens. 

Moreover, when categorical variable encounters category in the test dataset, model sets the value 0 of probability and halts the 

prediction[13]. This situation often refers to as Zero Frequency. However, this can be resolved through smoothing technique. 

1.3 Logistic Regression 

Logistic Regression is regression analysis[20] algorithm, which is used to analyze dependent variable. In other words, it is used to 

describe the relation between dependent binary and nominal vectors. It is taken from the concept of statistic. This is the reason statistical 

model. In Logistic Regression or logit regression, it offers only two values i.e. pass/fail which can be noticed through indicator variable. 

By using this algorithm, we have two values either 0 or 1. The main advantage of Logistic Regression algorithm is that it is one of the 

simplest algorithms of machine learning[12]. Apart from this, it is easy to implement and train the data. It has very less computation 

power. Moreover, it has high tolerance to over-fitting values. Having said that, it makes assumption of linearity data which lies in 

between the dependent and independent variable, which is not feasible in actual world as there is hardly linear separable. Furthermore, 

it is mainly used for discrete functions. Also, when the observations are less as compared to features, Logistic Regression algorithm 
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does not perform well because it enables the problem of overfit. And, sometimes it is quite difficult to get the relation of complex 

datasets. In such case scenarios, Neural Network[1][11] performs extremely well. 

 
2. Sports Prediction 
 

We are making prediction on who will have the best chance to win European Football Championship[15], which is one the favourite 

sport and league in the world. Prediction in football is used widely in betting[6][24-25]. Large number of bookies have their own 

prediction model and their prediction is success [5] around 53 percent of the time. One of the best Football pundits Mark Lawrenson 

has a prediction accuracy of around 52.6 [19]. We have used machine learning algorithms like Support Vector machines (SVM), 

Multinomial Naive Bayes, and Logistic Regression[3][4] for prediction of Football Match outcomes. 

We have used two datasets, first one is taken from Kaggle [5], which is used to get exploratory data analysis. But there are some more 

data needed for prediction analysis [21-23] and for that we have used dataset from footballs-data.co.uk website [18] with large number 

of data including seasons of leagues. 

We have started with the Kaggle dataset which is in sqlite format and has tables related with the country, league, player, team etc[8]. 

With the information of over 25000 matches and 10000 players, it is one of the largest datasets of eleven football leagues in Europe.  

We have used python libraries like numpy for numerical calculations, matplotlib for plotting graphs, pandas for data analysis and 

manipulation, sqlite3 for database connectivity, scipy for mathematical computations and sklearn for machine learning algorithms. 

We have connected the database in the initialisation phase of the code after importing the libraries using following commands: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.1 - Connecting Sqlite with python 

 

After connecting the database, one will be able to call the values from countries, matches, leagues, teams, temp match, and matches3. 

For example, if we call leagues, we will get the following output: 

Figure 2.2 - Calling leagues from database 

 

After verifying the database connectivity, we are now able to call the attributes using the column name as displayed in figure above. 

 

We have selected three countries for our analysis. As per the popularity of the league is concerned, i have selected English, German and 

Spanish Leagues for analysis. These are the most watched and competitive soccer leagues in world. After selecting the leagues, we have 

merged the league matches. Dataset that we have also does not have the results data of the matches, so we added the results of the 

matches by comparing the home and away team goals. So, if one team has more goals than the other, then that team won the match, and 

if the number of goals are same for both the teams, then the match is ended as a draw. Function used for fetching results is shown below 

where x is home team goals and y is away team goals: 
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def results(row): 
 
if row[‘x’] == row [‘y’]: 
 val = 0 
 
elif row[‘x’] > row[‘y’]: 
val = 1 
 
else: 
 val = -1 
returnval 

 

Leagues are separated after fetching the results by creating a new dataframe for storage. And after separating, grouping is performed 

along with the division on the basis of seasons using group by functions. For example: 

 

eng = englishpl.groupby(‘season’) 
 

After getting the data ready, we started to plot different data using ggplot like total goals scored every season as shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2.3 - Plotting total goals scored every season. 

 

As above graph shows, there are more goals scored in Spanish La Liga than any other leagues we are analysing , but German Bundesliga 

has two teams less than other two leagues, so total games played are 306 in Bundesliga, as compared with 380 in other two leagues. 

Next calculation we made is the average number of goals per game that shows that Bundesliga teams score more than 3 goals per 

game on average as their totally tally is around 970 goals in 306 matches, whereas the average is 2.7 in English Premier League and 

2.8 in Spanish La Liga. In our analysis phase another important calculation we made displays which team scores most at their home 

ground. For that we have merged home team and their matches and then plot them as shown below: 
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Figure 2.4 - Top Goal Scorers at home turf. 

 
The above figure displays the top 15 highest home goal scorers and along with this, we have also calculated and figured out the top 15 

teams with best gal scoring record in away matches as shown below: 

     Figure 2.5 - Top 15 goal scorers in away matches. 
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Next, we found the probability using entropy. We calculate entropy to find the predictability as higher the value of entropy more the 

unpredictability in the results. We have used scipy library to import entropy and created the function to calculate match entropy. 

Entropy is then plotted as below: 

Figure 2.6 - Entropy Values displaying probability 

 

Spanish La Liga has same top three teams in around half of seasons. Bayern Munich won Bundesliga 6 times since 2008, while in 

English Premier League, Manchester United and Chelsea won three times since 2008 and Manchester City won twice. Therefore EPL 

is more unpredictable than other leagues. 

EPL also seeing decrease in home advantage in every season. We also downloaded the EPL data from year 2000[18]. The dataset 

includes large number of game statistics like Full-time Goals, Half-time Goals, number of corners, free-kicks, red and yellow cards, 

total number of shots on goal, successful number of shots etc.   

After reading the dataset, first add it to the dataframe, then various features are selected which are used for prediction. We put all the 

data into a single dataframe. Various features used are: 

 

Table 2.1 – Attributes used for Prediction 

Label Full Form 

FTHG Full-time Home Goal 

FTAG Full-time Away Goal 

FTR Full-time Result 

HTHG Half-time Home Goal 

HTAG Half-time Away Goal 

HTR Half-time Result 

HS Home Shots 

AS Away Shots 

HST Home Shots on Target 

AST Away Shots on Target 

HF Home Team Foul 

AF Away Team Foul 

HC Home Team Corner 

AC Away Team Corner 

HY Home Team Yellow Card 
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Label Full Form 

AY Away Team Yellow Card 

HR Home Team Red Card 

AR Away Team Red Card 

After creating a merged data frame, we created a csv file which can be used for future analysis. After the data merged in a csv file, we 

calculate the average home and a ways goals scored and conceded. We calculated offensive or attacking strength of every team by 

looking at the number of goals they have scored at home and away, which can be a part of prediction strategy. These are calculated 

using tables we put all the team home and away goals into four different variables and then divide it with 304 home and away matches 

and the output to further divide by average home and average away goals scored and conceded. We have used following procedure for 

calculation: 

 
table.team = results.home.team.all().values 

table.x = results.home.FTGH.sum().values 

table.y = (table.x/304)/z 

 

Where x==Home Goals Scored; y==Home Attacking Strength; z==average-home-scored 

Using the above methods, we calculated Attacking and Defensive strengths of teams. 

After getting all the values, we created two training sets where one has attacking and defensive strength related data and other has 

attacking and defensive along with shots and corners. These two training sets  are then classified with the three machine learning 

algorithms i.e. Support Vector Machines, Logistic Regression and Multinomial Naïve Bayes. Sklearn library is used for calling machine 

learning algorithms. When applied with the training datasets, we found the following accuracies: 

Table 2.2 – Algorithm comparison before normalization 

Algorithm Accuracy (Score 1) Accuracy (Score 2) 

SVM 0.539   0.612 

Naïve Bayes 0.484  0.573 

Logistic Regression 0.554  0.591 

 

The above table shows the accuracy without normalization, and we have also performed normalization on the trained datasets, for which 

normalize function is imported from sklearn library and accuracy after normalization is shown below: 

 

Table 2.3 –Algorithm comparison after normalization 

Algorithm Accuracy with Normalized Train 

data (Score 1) 

Accuracy with Normalized Train 

data (Score 2) 

SVM 0.556 

 

0.594 

 

Naïve Bayes 0.484  0.484 

 

Logistic Regression 0.559 

 

0.610 

 

 

This is clear from the above table that performance of Naïve Bayes and SVM reduced after normalizing train dataset, while the 

performance of Logistic Regression improves little after normalizing train data. 

 
3. Conclusion 
 
Prediction is one of the most popular applications in the mathematical and machine learning. There are large number of machine learning 

algorithms available with python libraries, we have used Support Vector Machine (SVM), Multinomial Naive Bayes and Logistic 

Regression. This is seen that when we add corners and shots in our work, then we get better results. Naive Bayes and SVM provides 

better accuracy without adding normalization. And if we add normalization, then in that case, Logistic Regression provides best results. 

The betting accuracy in our work is around 53 percent, and the SVM model brings around 61 percent accuracy. Accuracy becomes 

better with the addition of new data attributes like player or team form. To better the accuracy of the prediction, we can also use twitter 

analysis and XG Boost model. 
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